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What is so unique about New York is the range of food available
from all over the world. New York offers more variety, and at a
higher level, than any other metropolis.

New York and the ten million people who
live here.
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here is no one cuisine or single dish that can be said to define the city,
because here everyone is an immigrant. The best restaurants always
have an eye for another place or country, with much devotion and a
little bit of melancholy, which has been left behind.
New York for foodies is a personal guide to the very best food in New York,
based on 17 years of diligent research. Here we are tipped off on where to find
the best dim sum in Chinatown, Sunset Park’s most outstanding taquerias and
Harlem’s crispiest fried chicken. This is the book for you, if you find yourself
daydreaming of eating oysters at the bar in Le Bernardin, but may be just as
likely to visit the finest Egyptian restaurant in Queens, to order grilled fish.
We take the tube to Flushing’s best food court for North Korean barbecue
and Sichuan peppered hot pots, visit Brooklyn’s best pizzeria and discover
Washington Height’s juiciest Cubano sandwich.
We get tips on where to eat Korean barbecue while watching the sun go down
on the Chrysler building, the seafood bars in which to find the perfect lobster
roll, and the finest cooling bowl of chilled borscht in Little Odessa.
On the way we hope this book deepens and provides a more nuanced image of

Mexican
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